
IUSY MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM

CONTACT INFORMATION

1. Full name of the organization (both in original language and in English) 

Democratic Youth Union of East Kurdistan

2. Abbreviated name of the organization 

DYUEK-Lawan

3. Country of origin

(Iran) East Kurdistan 

4. Region of origin

(Iran) East Kurdistan 

5. Date of establishment

12/4/1943

6. Address of the headquarters

Iraq, Hawler, Koya, Hermota Citadel

7. Telephone / Fax / Mobile phone numbers

009647512151057- 004740172046
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ORGANIZATIONAL INFO

8. E-mail address

Lawanidemokrat@gmail.com

9. Website (URL)

www.lawan.com

10. What are the main bodies of the organization?
[Please define the electoral procedure, number of people elected, quotas based on certain criteria – if 
applicable] 

Secretary, Education, Administration, Relations, Economy

11. When was the last Congress held? 

24/08/2017

12. President

     

13. Secretary General

Peshewa Alipour

14. International Representative

Hooman Saadiya

15. Feminist Coordinator
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Fatima Sharifi

16. LGBT / Queer Coordinator

-

17. Number of members

EUROPE: 3850  -   Southkurdistan (Iraq) 1600   -    East Kurdistan (Iran) 50000

18. Age limit and average age

16-35

19. How many regions of the country does the organization cover with its branches?
[Please name them] 

4 regions in east Kurdistan.Ilam, Kermashan,Sanandaj, Urmiye.We are an organization not recognized 
and legal according to the iranian Government  and have to opperate underground.  
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ACTIVITIES & POLITICAL AGENDA

20. What are the political aims/objectives of your organization? 

*Fighting for freedom and democratic society in Kurdistan with respect for human rights.
*Fighting Racism
*Stand by the rights for every member in society to participate and be a member of an organization 
related to them, in order to present and represent their issues. 
*Campaign and work against the dated and extreme mindset of the Islamic republic of Iran.
*Support and demand equal rights between men and women in all institutions of society. 
*Stop Voilence against women.
*Assist and support youth with disabiliities  and helping them overcome obstacles and exersize and 
advantage their resources. 
*Prevention and fight against Crime. Help to prevent contact and interaction with criminal groups of any 
sorts by working alongside community services and institutions in society. 
*campaign against drugs
*Encouraging activities relating to good helath.
*Stimulate cultural activities within music and sports.
*Prevent child labour
*work Effortlessly to eliminate illiteracy among children 

21. What are the organizational aims/objectives of your organization? 

     

22. What are your main fields of activity? 

     

23. What have been your political priorities in the last two years? 

     

24. Do you organise campaigns? On which topics? 

     

25. Do you organise seminars? On which topics? 
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26. Does your organization have representative(s) in the Parliament? 

     

27. What are the organizations in your country you co-operate with? (I.e. youth/ students’/ trade unions/ 
feminist) 

     

28. Are there any other youth organizations in your country considered on the left side of the political 
spectrum?
[If yes, please indicate the names, the level of cooperation and examples of such cooperation] 

     

29. Is there a national youth council in your country?
[If yes, please indicate your role] 
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POLITICAL & ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT

26. Does your organization have representative(s) in the Parliament? 

     

27. What are the organizations in your country you co-operate with? (i.e. youth/ students’/ trade unions/ 
feminist) 

     

28. Are there any other youth organizations in your country considered on the left side of the political 
spectrum?
[If yes, please indicate the names, the level of cooperation and examples of such cooperation] 

     

29. Is there a national youth council in your country? [If yes, please indicate your role] 

     

30. Do you have cooperation with youth organizations from other countries? 

     

31. Do you have a mother party? What are the relations between your organization and the party? (In 
terms of status, administration, policy) 

DemocraticParty of Kurdistan

32. When were the last elections held? Did your organization participate in a campaign?
[If yes, please indicate: with what message? was it the same as the party’s one?] 
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Thanks for filling in the application! 

Please send it to iusy@iusy.org together with the other required information.

33. Can you describe the political situation in your country? What is the composition of the Left? How 
much does the Left receive in the polls? 

     

34. Is there more than one left wing party in your country? 
[If yes, please describe the differences among the parties and indicate whether there is a prospect of a 
united Left] 

     

35. Any additional comments
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